Abstract—Different types of codes which may increase the liability of bugs or defects in future to a system known as Code smell. These type of smell can be eliminated without changing the external outcome and modifying the internal structure of the system. There are existing several well known code smell detection tools which automatically identify the code smells. The research used PMD automatic code smell detector to find four code smells on various open source java projects. It uses 43 open source java projects and identify the selective smells to these projects. The experiment shows duplicate codes, unused imports, unused local variables and unused private methods are not present for 79%, 34.9%, 51.1%, and 86.04% projects respectively. In the paper, it also shows that the probability of occurring duplicate codes, unused imports, unused local variables and unused private methods are respectively 4.5%, 71%, 20.4% and 4.1% which indicates the four selective code smells are declining in real life projects day by day.

Index Terms—Code smell, refactoring, detector and PMD.

I. INTRODUCTION

Code smell is a type of code decay [1], [2] which hinders a developer for future maintenance of the system [3], [4]. It is good practice for developers to avoid the code smell because of maintaining in future of the system after development. Those smells are something wrong in the code of the system but do not create any change to the outcome. According to Fowler [5], [6], There are 22 state-of -the-art code smells which are identified by the Fowler [5], [6].To eradicate those smells, there exists several types of automated code smell detectors. Some well-known detection tools named PMD, CheckStyle, Infusion and JDeodorant . Those tools make easy for helps developers to find code smells. The research work identified four code smells including duplicate codes, unused private methods, unused local variables and unused imports using PMD in different java projects.

Duplicate Code is same code structure remaining more than one place in the system [7]-[9]. Fowler described same expression in two methods of the same class and same expression in two siblings subclasses are common duplication problems. These duplicate codes are created by exact duplication, renaming, aliasing or other kinds which are occurring during modified and mixed with different code [10]. Duplicate code is considered as an occurrence by PMD where a portion of code occurring more than once. The duplicate code problem is arranged by at least 25 tokens to the PMD.

Example
import javax.swing.JOptionPane;
import javax.swing.*;
public void function()
{
    JOptionPane
    }

Here JOptionPane is a part of swing but it is written separately and also called swing library function. This is a code smell known as duplicate code.

Unused import, an import from another module is never used [11]. It is a code smell which creates for some irresponsibility of developers.

Example
import javax.swing.*;
int sub()
{
    return(b-c);
}

Unused Local variables is a code smell which creates maintenance burden of to a system. It is an assigned variable or in-parameter which is not read before it becomes undefined. It appears due to spelling mistakes of local variables in the system.

Example
public int Add(int sum)
{
    int sub;//unused local variable
    return sum;
}

In this example, this function adds values but sub variables are not used in this function. These sub variables are unused local variables.

Unused Private method which is declared in the class but never executed. It is one type of dead code which is inoperative and unnecessary. Each function to the example is declared but not used in this system.

Example
public class food
{
    String Eat(){ // Unused method }
}

In here Herein, Eat the method Eat() is declared but there is no any statement are no statements inside the method. That is just a method which is not used is called Unused Private method.

Eduardo [12], found 84 code smells detection tools. Among them 29 tools are available for online download. They It can detect code smells for different programming languages such as java, C, C++, C# and so on. Some
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automated code smells detection tools PMD, CheckStyle, JDeodorant, inFusion and so on. JDeodorant [14], [15] is an open source Eclipse plug-in tool. It detects only five types - good number of code smells Feature Envy, Type Checking, Long Method, God Class and Duplicate code. The detection techniques are for God class, Feature Envy and slicing techniques, for God Method [16]. PMD is also an open source Eclipse plug-in detection tool. The automated detection tool is limited to only It is for java language. In this tool, Abstract Syntax Tree is used for detecting code smells.

CheckStyle [17] is a static analysis tool. It can compute different metrics. It is also Eclipse plug-in tool for java language.

In [13], the authors use three detection tools for finding code smells are inFusion, JDeodorant and PMD for finding three code smells God class, God method and Feature envy and comparing those tools with different open source projects. The author [10] reviews the current panorama of the tools for automatic code smell detection. Four representative code smell detectors applied to six different versions of GanttProject. Different detectors for the same smell do not meaningfully agree in their answers are suggested by the researcher.

In this research, four code smells duplicate codes, unused imports, unused local variables and unused private methods are analyzed. Those smells are identified by the automatic code smell detection tool named PMD. The PMD are executed to the IDE for 43a good number of open source java based open source projects. The research identifies the number of projects containing the selective smell. It also identifies the probability of occurring those smells to the projects. From our experimental analysis, it is ourthe final is that the selective four code smells are declining in real life projects day by day.

II. RELATED WORK

Code smell is not any major problem in a system, a barrier for developers to properly understand the code. It increased the technical debt of the developers. For better readability and reduction of the debt from the developers, the smells need to be eradicated. There are many research works to identify the code smells from a system. There are also some code smell detection tools which automatically identify the smells in a code. There are several code smell detection tools named PMD, checkstyle, iPlasma and so on.

In the research work, [9] PMD code smell detection tool is used because of its actively development and maintenance. PMD is an open source code smell detector tool and used as command line, ant task, maven plug-in, IDE plug-in on Eclipse. The tool uses Abstract Syntax Tree for detecting bad smells form the code. In order to detect code smell, developers can directly run PMD on the code. It allows new rules from the users via XPATH rules or java based rules. Our targeted code smells are duplicate codes, unused imports, unused local variables and unused private methods detect automatically by the tool which is the main reason for selecting the tool. The tool detects the targeted smells quickly and efficiently for various open source projects.

The existing research works are either used existing smell detection tool or proposed a smell detection mechanism. State of the art research works are evaluated for open source projects with different version. In [13], three detection tools for finding code smells are inFusion, JDeodorant and PMD used to find three code smells God class, God method and Feature envy and comparing those tools with different open source projects. They These tools are used Mobile Media system to find the code smells and evaluate the result using 9 versions of a project. They want to more investigate more about others code smells and evaluated among them.

The author [1] identifies taxonomy for in six categories for 22 code smells. The research discusses about the procedure to absorb code smell by refactoring using Mantyla Survey. It derives the number of ways to remove selected smells but does not describe the way to identify in detail.

The researcher [10] reviews the current panorama of the tools for automatic code smell detection. Six different versions of open source java project, GanttProject are evaluated by four representative code smell detectors. Different detectors for the same smell does not meaningfully agree in their answers are their findings.

A smell detector is invented for both lab and industrial field by the research work [3]. It detects eleven types of code smells in both lab and industrial field. They compare with Checkstyle detector tool with their invented tool for a project to compare the results.

The author [18] proposed a mechanism called detection strategy. This mechanism is for helping developers and maintainers. Using this strategy, affected classes or methods can be directly localized. Even they tried to find 10 code smells in different projects.

Van Emden [19], using meta-model to detect code smell of software systems. Using this model, the author she detects code smells automatically and doing facial recognition in the software [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Computers</th>
<th>IDE</th>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Smell Detector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Windows 10, Core i5, i7 with 8GB RAM.</td>
<td>Eclipse, Oxygen</td>
<td>Open source java projects</td>
<td>PMD code smell detector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental environment setup for this experiment are composed of automatic code smell detection tool PMD integrated with Eclipse, four laptops with different configuration and 43 open source java projects. PMD is an open source code smell detector tool which integrated to the Eclipse IDE for executing the open source java projects. These projects are open source and having different version. The selected projects are from small to very large size to properly analyze the experiments. As these projects are very large in size, different configuration of computer are used to
evaluate the result. The experiment is executed on the Eclipse Oxygen 64 bit version. The overall specification for the experiments are displayed in Table I.

IV. EVALUATION AND FINDING

The objectives of the research are to examine that some code smells such as duplicate codes, unused imports, unused local variables and unused private methods are declining day by day in the real life projects. In order to fulfill our objectives, the research work uses PMD automatic code smell detection tool. The smell detection tool is integrated to the programming IDE Eclipse. It collects 43 open source java projects having different versions and sizes. The results for the overall projects are displayed in Table II.

TABLE II: PERCENTAGE OF PROJECTS WITHOUT SMELL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Code smell</th>
<th>Total Project</th>
<th>No. of projects without smell</th>
<th>No. of smelly projects</th>
<th>Percentage of projects without smell (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate codes(DC)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused Imports(UI)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused local variables(ULV)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused private methods(UPM)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>86.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the paper, four code smells are duplicate codes, unused imports, unused local variable and unused private methods information are collected. The collected information are gathered from the PMD detector tool executed to the IDE. The number of projects without containing any smells for DC, UI, ULV and UPM are 34, 15, 22 and 37 respectively. The percentage shown in Figure 1. of not occurring the selective smells to the projects are 79%, 34.9%, 51.1% and 86.4%.

Unselective code smells in 43 open source java projects are shown in the following Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Code smell</th>
<th>Total Project</th>
<th>No. of projects without smell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate codes(DC)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused Imports(UI)</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused local variables(ULV)</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused private methods(UPM)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In future, we want to work using different types of code smell detectors and we will be trying to show that how vary the using of code smell in different countries. In that paper, we will discuss about some more code smells. We will select some projects and classify them into country wise. After selecting them, we will check them by different detectors and calculated the result based on countries. Now a days, developers are more aware of their developing source codes and it is developing day by day in developing countries for this reason we are interested in performing this experiment.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The research identifies duplicate codes, unused imports, unused local variables and unused private methods using PMD on Eclipse IDE. The research examines the chance of occurring those smells on 43 real life open source projects. After calculating the percentage we find the results which are duplicate code 79%, unused private method 86.4%, unused import 51.1% and unused local variable 34.9% which are big amount as compare with other code smells. From our observation we conclude that the selective smells are declining for the real life projects day by day. The main criteria for this paper is showing the development of coding skills among developers day by day.

In future, we want to work using different types of code smell detectors and we will be trying to show that how vary the using of code smell in different countries. In that paper, we will discuss about some more code smells. We will select some projects and classify them into country wise. After selecting them, we will check them by different detectors and calculated the result based on countries. Now a days, developers are more aware of their developing source codes and it is developing day by day in developing countries for this reason we are interested in performing this experiment.
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